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Since its commercial introduction in the early 1980s, Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) has become an important medical diagnostic tool for radiologists.
Researchers and manufacturers have refined the imaging hardware and expanded
the intended uses for MRI devices over time. However, MRI manufacturers have not
improved the design of the mechanisms and control schemes used to move the
patient.
Patient positioning systems are required to handle unknown weights up to
225 kilograms, accommodate friction disturbances, move long distances at high
speed, move small distances in less than 1 second, and attain sub millimeter
bidirectional precision. Little research is available on model based design of patient
positioning mechanisms.
A representative model of an MRI patient positioning device is proposed.
The novelty of patient positioning system design in a strong magnetic field is
examined in detail. Methods for creating an appropriate fidelity high level system
friction, single degree of freedom Simulink model of the system are discussed. A
physical facsimile of the system is constructed. The output of the Simulink model is
compared to the physical system performance with respect to robustness against
friction coefficient sensitivity, load mismatches and noise disturbances. Potential
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The ability of the Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) machine to position
the patient is often taken for granted. Research on modeling patient positioning
systems is disproportionately small compared to the rising number of MRI use cases
and shifting patient demographics. Industry response from Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs) to these changes has been sluggish and may be a
contributing factor to reduced patient throughput and higher service costs at scan
providers. This response has growing importance considering the consistent
downward trend in Medicare reimbursements for scans. An appropriate level fidelity
model of the patient positioning system can improve positioning control system
performance. It also informs the direction of future OEM design improvements to
the system which can address these changes.
1.2 Background
Since its commercial introduction in the early 1980s, Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) has become an important medical diagnostic tool for radiologists.
The ability to capture high contrast soft tissue images allows it to be used to
visualize soft tissue cancers without exploratory surgery. Collection of these images
using non-ionizing radiation means MRI has a safety profile that allows for repeated
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imaging without risk of damaging tissue, as well as imaging vulnerable populations
such as children. Early devices were limited to 135 [kg] patient weight capacity and
to simple clinical workflow sequences such as: Landmark Anatomy, Advance to
Scan, Scan, and Egress.
1.3 Expanding Use Cases
Since those early devices were commercialized, researchers and manufacturers
have refined imaging hardware and expanded intended uses for MRI devices
substantially. Imaging resolution, for example, has advanced to the point that
minimum image slice thickness has improved from 2.5 [mm] to 0.5 [mm] or less,
enabling sub millimeter adjustments to patient landmark positioning prior to
initiating a scan.
New imaging techniques are also driving new use cases with unique patient
locating requirements. Contrast-Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Angiography
(CEMRA), for example, requires the MRI to move the patient between three
anatomy landmarks and chase intravenous gadolinium contrast from the heart
through the lower legs. CEMRA exams require two 400 [mm] moves, each in less
than 4 [s]. During Intraoperative MRI (IOMRI) a patient is imaged and advanced
through the MRI to the far end of the system where a surgeon performs brain
surgery. IOMRI involves periodically returning the patient into the MRI to check
3
resection progress, requiring backlash to be minimized and for bidirectional
precision of less than the minimum slice thickness (0.5 [mm]).
New use cases such as these continue to be invented and have translated into
a skyrocketing adoption rate for MRI exams. MRI scans per million population and
MRI machines per million population have increased as much as 350% in developed
countries like the United States, France and Germany from 1995 to 2016 according
to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) [32] [33].
Increased use of MRI scanners at edge cases of the positioning hardware’s capability
stresses the need for a model of the system to ensure that positioning hardware
design can meet customer speed and precision needs.
1.4 Changing Demographics
Since 2010 commercial MRI bore diameters have increased from 60 [cm] to
70 [cm], driven largely by increasing weight and size of patient populations. The
percentage of overweight and obese persons worldwide is growing according to the
OECD. The proportion of United States population considered overweight
(including obese) being at 68% in 2013, up from 55% in 1995. The proportion of
United States population considered obese has also grown to 37%, up from 26%,
over that same period and is projected to reach 45% by 2025 [7]. Overweight and
obese patients have higher incidence of comorbidity and a greater need for
diagnostic imaging, and thus make up a growing portion of the MRI patient
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population. Because the laws of physics limit the maximum inside diameter of an
MRI scanner, it is important that a model of the system is developed to ensure that
torque disturbances from larger patients does not adversely affect positioning move
time thereby reducing patient throughput and revenue.
1.5 Industry Response
In response to this changing demographic, MRI OEMs have repeatedly
redesigned the max weight rating of their machines to improve their equipment
sales. The main impact of these increasing max weight ratings on design of MRI
machines is linked closely to regulatory requirements in International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 60601-1 standards which govern safety and
essential performance of medical equipment.
IEC 60601-1 standards dictate that patient supporting surfaces sustain four
times their max rated weight without catastrophic damage. This standards
requirement leads to improvements to structural parts to accommodate the
increased weight capacity but not to locating hardware. Locating performance
testing is carried out with dense weighted bags of sand at the maximum system
weight limit. In situ however, overweight patients have extensive adipose tissue
which causes their appendages to press the required dielectric padding against the
bore of the MRI resulting in resistance to movement. This resistance can also
manifest as an incremental stick-slip disturbance to the positioning mechanism.
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MRI OEMs have largely maintained similar versions of the mechanisms and
control schemes used to move patients from the early 1990s through the late 2000s,
minimally changing the design until the late 2010s. Increases in patient population
weight and size coupled with an explosion of new MRI use cases is a major change
to design constraints on mechanisms used to move a patient in an MRI. Patient
positioning systems now need to handle unknown loads over a large weight range,
accommodate the effects of friction disturbances, move long distances at high speed,
move small distances in less than 1 [s], and have sub millimeter bidirectional
precision.
Additionally, price pressure from Medicare reimbursement cuts are driving
MRI users to increase patient throughput by decreasing exam time, reducing
available patient landmarking time. This reimbursement reduction also puts
substantial cost pressure on hardware not directly involved with creating the MRI
image, which reduces system cost allocation for the landmarking mechanisms.
1.6 The Engineering Problem
From an engineering perspective the problem can be summarized in a series
of specifications: Move a patient
• of unknown load up to 225 [kg] in weight,
• a distance of up to 2 [m],
• through a 1 [m] long, 60 [cm] diameter tube,
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• while mainting 0.5 [mm] precision,
• at speeds up to 400 [mm/s],
• without exceeding acceleration of 300 [mm/s],
• in a magnetic field 100,000 times stronger than the earth’s,
• without using metal for any parts that go inside the scanner.
There are a multitude of solutions to parts of this problem in other industries, such
as conveyor systems, which generally move a load back and forth. The biggest
difference however, is the nature of the load which has a dynamic component. While
the load on a conveyor is generally static like a box, the load on the MRI is a person.
People generally cannot remain muscularly rigid even when healthy. Clearing the
throat, coughing, shivering or fidgeting are all dynamic inputs that come from the
patient. MRI patients, generally being unwell, may have various motor neural
comorbidities such as Ataxia or Parkinsons which prevent them from being still.
Additionally, in general conveyor loads can be fixed mechanically to the conveyor
system on which they are moving, where this would not be acceptable for patients.
The use of a linear bearing seems an obvious design solution to address the
move speed, precision and load conditions specifications. Two of the specifications
make it difficult to deploy this type of solution in the MRI scanner: the strong
magnetic field, and the prohibition against metal inside the scanner. A linear
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bearing that is not made from metal could solve this issue, but at the time of
publication none are commercially available.
1.7 Research Goal
Patient positioning system models required for expanded use cases and
shifting patient demographics are lacking. Appropriate models are necessary not
only for accompanying control system functionality but for OEMs to better
understand how to design future positioning systems. This thesis focuses on
modeling the nonmetallic zipper drive and cradle sections of the patient positioning
system with appropriate fidelity for use with control systems and to identify main
contributors to positioning performance. The model is explored for sensitivity to key
attributes like load torque disturbances, friction coefficient variation, and friction





Patient positioning mechanisms have 30 years of design history across a
growing number of OEMs in the field of MRI. As a result, implementations are
varied and continue to grow in breadth as new procedures such as MR Focused
Ultrasound move from research to clinical settings. As the scope of this thesis is to
model the positioning system and to identify main contributions to the positioning
performance, the following topics are reviewed in the literature to understand their
impact on the proposed model:
• Basic MRI workflow
• Two expanded use case MRI workflows
• Interactions between the magnetic field and typical engineering materials
• Novelty of the design choices made due to the magnetic field
• Friction and friction modeling
Insight into MRI basic workflow is necessary to understand expanding use
cases and how they challenge the capability of patient positioning system designs.
Additionally, the magnetic field in an MRI makes it difficult to use typical
engineering designs or materials because of resulting safety or image quality
concerns. Design solutions are often atypical and may exhibit unexpected behaviors
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because of mounting location constraints, inability to use metallic components, and
the use of the polymer parts that have never been studied before. Representative
models are needed to ensure positioning systems can quickly and accurately move
the patient during a scan.
2.2 MRI Specific Design Considerations
2.2.1 Basic MRI Workflow
All MRI exams will contain at least the following steps [1]:
1. Prepare patient by removing any metallic objects from their person before
they enter the magnet room and lay on the scanner bed (called the cradle).
2. Dielectric pads are placed between the “patient body and magnet bore in order
to eliminate RF burning risk” [2]. See Fig. 2.1 for dielectric pad placement.
3. Fit an appropriate head/shoulder/knee/etc. coil, landmark the patient “using
laser marker lights (while the eyes are closed) or touch sensors” [2] and
advance the cradle into scanner from home position (Fig. 2.2).
4. Complete a localizer scan and adjust scan prescription position to internal
Figure 2.1: Dielectric Pad Locations [1]
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Figure 2.2: Simplified Clinical Workflow
anatomical markers by typing new positions or graphically positioning boxes
on the localizer image (Fig. 2.3.).
5. Conduct MRI scan.
6. Return patient to home position.
This pattern of slow, inaccurate, unidirectional moves makes up the scan
workflow of most MRI exams including routine brain, cardiac, or liver. As long as
the cradle can eventually reach the landmarked and prescribed scan locations, the
only tradeoff is timed length of exam and a small reduction in patient throughput.
Figure 2.3: Graphical Prescription (Grx) Examples [1]
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Figure 2.4: CEMRA Stations [5]
Existing patient positioning systems are well suited to these basic exams and
perform acceptably without being modeled. More recently developed MRI use cases,
such as CEMRA and IOMRI, are much more challenging.
2.2.2 Contrast Enhanced MR Angiography (CEMRA) Exam
CEMRA was first described in the Journal Radiology in 1998 [3], and is used
to image blood vessels. CEMRA’s most challenging aspect for the positioning
system is the speed, 400 [mm/s], required to take images at three different locations
(stations) of the patient’s body while following an injection of contrast agent
through the bloodstream from the aorta to the feet, Fig. 2.4. Initially, patient
position was determined by manual use of a mechanical stop. For example, “after
acquisition of the pelvic volume, the table was pulled out of the imager as fast as
possible (approximately 3-4 seconds), and the stop stick was used to position the
table” [3].
In modern implementations patients are moved between stations
automatically by the patient positioning system [4] as determined by field of view
(FOV) settings. Each station has slightly “overlapped coverage with the previous
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station. The overlap between stations can be quite small. However, 10-20% overlap
makes the image pasting more efficient. Therefore, if you choose a FOV of 48 cm,
the table should move around 40 cm or less for the next station” [2].
Contrast bolus speed through the patient vasculature is highly dependent on
body habitus and nature of diseased tissues. Current implementations of CEMRA
include bolus tracking by the MRI system, minimizing dwell time at each station. A
typical exam uses the basic workflow from Sec. 2.2.1 modified as follows [4]:
4b. Thigh station localizer scan 400 [mm] past the pelvic station.
4c. Calf station localizer scan 400 [mm] past the thigh station.
4d. Return patient to pelvic station, inject intravenous gadolinium contrast agent.
5b. 2 [s], 400 [mm] move to thigh station.
5c. Thigh dwell of 33 [s].
5d. 2 [s], 400 [mm] move to calf station.
5e. Calf dwell of 25 [s].
CEMRA has evolved since its proof of concept in the 1998 Journal Radiology
but system dynamics modeling is still lacking. It is no longer clinically acceptable to
use a positioning stick to define patient station locations. As patient weight
continues to increase due to the worldwide obesity epidemic [7], it is not feasible to
manually move high BMI patients through the scanner bore. Providers must avoid
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repeat injections of contrast agent as it is hard on the patient’s kidneys due to a
missed bolus chase. Representative models are needed to ensure positioning
controllers can quickly and accurately move the patient between stations.
2.2.3 Intraoperative MRI (IOMRI) Exam
During IOMRI exams the magnet room is used as an operating room and
patient move speed has greatly reduced relevance. The most important job of the
patient positioning hardware during IOMRI is ensuring bidirectional sub millimeter
precision.
An IOMRI procedure developed at the University of California San Francisco
(UCSF) called Interventional MRI Guided Deep Brain Stimulation Lead
Implantation is a good example of the exam [9]. This procedure uses the basic MRI
workflow from Sec. 2.2.1 modified as follows:
5a. Lead placement planning scan.
5b. Advance patient out the back of the scanner.
5c. Neurosurgeons perform a back end lead placement operation (Fig. 2.5).
5d. Return patient to the scanner and check lead placement.
5e. Repeat 5b through 5d until the lead placement target is reached.
Careful prep work is done to maintain a sterile operating theater including
use of an elasticated drape to allow for repeated movements “of the head between
isocenter and the back of the bore” during lead placement and tracking [10].
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IOMRI procedures push to achieve sub millimeter precision for lead
placement, some approaches are capable of “mean errors near 0.7 mm and standard
deviations near 0.3 mm” [8]. System parameters like backlash must be accounted
for or eliminated in the positioning hardware and control system. The initial image
is taken and lead placement is planned based on a home position to back of the
scanner movement without any return motions. The first placement verification
scan is taken after a return motion to the scan position. This back and forth motion
means verification scans will include backlash hysteresis, potentially producing
guidance errors in subsequent lead placement moves.
The number of back and forth motions needed for lead placement correlates
with the length of time the patient’s brain is exposed. If neurosurgeons can place
leads on the first attempt they can minimize adjacent tissue trauma and close the
Figure 2.5: Back End Procedure [10]
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patient’s skull sooner, minimizing infection risk. Modeling of this positioning system
behavior is not found currently in the literature and representative models are
necessary to ensure designs are capable of the required precision.
2.2.4 The Scanner Magnetic Field
Superconducting MRI machines use 60 [miles] of superconducting wire
wrapped around the patient bore and immersed in liquid helium to maintain a
temperature of around 4 [K]. An electrical current is circulated through the wire
generating the static magnetic field (B0 field), characteristic of MRI devices,
according to the Biot-Savart law.
The magnetic field increases in static magnetic flux density, spatial gradient
(flux density per meter), and force product (spatial gradient multiplied by static
magnetic flux density) with increasing magnet proximity [6]. Inside the patient bore
the magnetic field is uniform in strength and orientation at the Tesla rating of the
scanner (1.5 [T ] or 3.0 [T ]). A 3 [T ] magnetic field is 100,000 times stronger than
the earth’s magnetic field at the equator.
Iso-magnetic flux contour plots shown in Fig. 2.6, are used to illustrate the
static magnetic field, spatial gradient, and force product of MRI devices. The
spatial gradient of the magnetic field at a given location is proportional to the
attraction force on a saturated ferromagnetic material at that same location [6].
The force product of the magnetic field at a given location is proportional to the
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Figure 2.6: Siemens Skyra Iso Magnetic Flux Lines [6].
attraction force on a ferromagnetic, paramagnetic, or diamagnetic material below its
saturation point at that same location [6].
The magnetic field outside of the patient bore is referred to as the fringe
field. Fringe fields have a strong effect on common objects so each MRI OEM
establishes an exclusion zone (0.5 [T ] contour line) for at-risk items such as small
motors, watches, credit cards, oscilloscopes, pacemakers, insulin pumps, etc. [6].
The scanner’s magnetic field makes the magnet room a unique environment
because of the fringe field and exclusion zone effect on hardware design decisions.
The patient positioning hardware is not necessarily typical in this environment and
is not modeled in the literature. The use of this hardware in the unique
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environment makes establishing a model necessary to understand if there are unique
interactions which must be accounted for when designing the positioning system.
2.2.5 Paramagnetism, Diamagnetism, Ferromagnetism, and Conductors
Attraction force between magnetic fields and many common objects is due to
atomic composition and crystalline structure of the materials objects are made from.
Magnetic interaction is classified as paramagnetic, diamagnetic, or ferromagnetic.
Paramagnetic materials such as aluminum exhibit an extremely weak
attraction to applied magnetic fields as their atomic moments experience “partial
alignment in the field direction, and therefore a small positive susceptibility” that
decreases with increasing temperature [12]. Diamagnetic materials such as copper
produce an extremely weak repulsive force when an external field is applied as “each
atom acquires a negative moment when the field is on” [12].
The effect of paramagnetism and diamagnetism are so weak they are
overwhelmed by gravitational force and imperceptible in any structural or safety
sense. Despite not being a safety concern, the presence of these materials in the
patient bore is not desirable because it distorts the homogeneity of the B0 field
causing artifacts in the MRI image. Their use is strictly limited to electronics for
transmitting/receiving the MRI signal inside the bore and mechanical parts that
never enter the patient bore.
Ferromagnetic materials, iron/cobalt/nickel, are avoided completely in MRI
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machine design except where it is not possible, positioning motors/fan motors,
because the ferromagnetic effect is “at least a million times as strong” as the
paramagnetic effect [12]. Attraction force to the magnet is many times the force of
gravity and anything containing ferromagnetic material in the magnet room must
be fixed. In some cases the magnet must be run down, a process that reduces the
static magnetic field, before ferromagnetic materials can be introduced or removed
from the magnet room.
Conductive materials that are nonmagnetic also behave differently in the
magnetic field. If the frontal area of a conductive object moving across lines of
magnetic flux is large enough, a loop of current will be developed inside it. This
eddy current creates a force opposing motion of the object according to Lenz’s Law.
Because there are B0 field interactions caused by atomic and crystalline
properties of typical engineering materials, positioning systems cannot be
constructed with components like steel gears. The ferromagnetic attraction to the
B0 field forces motors to be mounted far away from the magnet. Conductive
materials also cannot be used for anything that moves across field lines. Most
positioning systems are designed using brass, injection molded plastic, polymer
belts, and specific austenitic stainless steels. Extensive use of unusual combinations
of atypical engineering materials in positioning systems is not modeled in the
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literature and further underscores the need to create a model of the positioning
system.
2.2.6 Effect of the B0 Field on Motors
Motors make use of static or dynamic magnetic fields to function, and their
behavior is degraded in the magnet room. The B0 field interferes with Hall sensors
used for motor speed sensing and optical sensors must be used. Orientation of the
long axis of the motor with respect to the lines of magnetic flux can prevent the
motor from turning, so motor placement is critical.
The B0 field acts on the motor like an externally applied magnetic field, H,
causing the steel in the stator or rotor to saturate. This saturation happens when
proximity to the magnet increases and magnetic permeability, µ, decreases because
continued “increase of H beyond saturation will cause µ to approach 1” [12]. This
saturation causes the steel to behave like air and the torque generated by the motor
to be reduced. Modeling of motor performance degradation due to the B0 field is
lacking in the literature, and while not in the scope of this research, reinforces the
need for a model based approach to designing the patient positioning system. For
the purposes of this research, motor degradation is modeled as torque noise input,
and may be a suitable topic for future research.
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2.2.7 Electronic Noise During MRI Exams
The MRI B0 field orients some hydrogen proton spins in the same direction
as the B0 field. A strong radio antenna excites those same hydrogen protons in an
isolated portion of the patient, causing them to change their alignment. The same
radio antenna then listens for the signals emitted by those protons as they return to
the B0 alignment.
The signals are so small that any electronics in the magnet room without
sufficient conductive shielding may emit electronic noise in the same bandwidth as
the hydrogen proton precession, 63.87 [MHz] at 1.5 [T ] and 127.74 [MHz] at 3.0
[T ], and mask the patient signal. This noise may show up in the image as “zipper”
artifacts seen as lines in Fig. 2.7. Any electronic component with a microprocessor,
microswitches, or a clock will emit electronic noise. AC motors and brushed DC
motors are not used in the magnet room for this reason.
It is easier to move noisy electronics out of the magnet room than to
properly shield them. Most OEMs shield power and signal cables going to the motor
and remote mount the servo drive amplifier outside of the magnet room. This
remote amplifier mounting makes motor power cables long and susceptible to large
voltage drops and pulse width modulation issues that may affect motor
performance. There is some research on the influence on drive cable length but it is
not specific to MRI positioning systems. This remote mounting is another unique
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aspect of the MRI application that could influence positioning performance and
points again to the need for a model of the system to help understand any impact.
2.3 Novelty of the Drive System and Cradle
Engineering material design decisions are made carefully to avoid undue
influence to the MRI image caused by the presence of typical engineering materials.
The most influential of these materials are those used in the surfaces directly in
contact with the patient, such as the cradle, or those that must be introduced to the
imaging volume in order to move the patient, such as the drive system, belts,
wheels, etc.
Figure 2.7: Radio Frequency Electronic Noise[1].
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Because designs utilizing non magnetic materials are not typical or common
practice in most other industries, performance characteristics are not well
documented or optimized. Designs are custom and unique to specific OEMs which
further pushes their detailed design away from the literature and toward trade
secret status. This literature review uncovered no print resources related to the
design or functionality of the cradle or the drive mechanism outside of nondescript
patents [16] - [23]. Given how much these components can affect the control of the
positioning system the importance of researching their performance characteristics
in this thesis is underscored.
2.4 Friction and Friction Modeling
Sec. 2.2.1, basic MRI workflow, introduced the idea of moving the patient on
a cradle into and out of the bore. Sec. 2.2.2 and Sec. 2.2.3, CEMRA and IOMRI,
emphasized the need for these motions to be fast and precise. The need for fast
precise motions means the effect of friction from the cradle, related positioning
system and patient is nontrivial. Research on friction and friction modeling is
plentiful and tribology has been studied in detail since Amontons, Coulomb,
Reynolds, and Stribeck first contributed to a system of generalized laws for sliding
and rolling friction [38] [43].
There are many methods for representing friction in a system model, three of
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the most common are given in Fig. 2.8. Each graph in Fig. 2.8 shows force vs.
velocity. The most classic understandings are combined and illustrated in Fig. 2.8, a.
Amonton and Coulomb’s research showed that the friction force opposing
motion of an object, Ffric, was proportional to the weight of the object, W , as
Ffric ∝ W . Amonton approximated a constant of proportionality as roughly one
third while Coulomb understood there was some dependence on the relative surfaces
in contact and thus a variable of proportionality, µ, was more suitable. The
Coulomb friction force, FC , could be modeled as FC = µW [38]. During the same
time period, the study of fluid viscosity was advancing, and work by Reynolds and
others led to an understanding of a similar friction force resulting from lubricant
viscosity as used in bearings [39]. This friction force, referred to as viscous friction,
Fv, is dependent on velocity v, and a similar constant of proportionality, c, is used
when modeling it as Fv = cv. A combination of Coulomb and viscous friction makes
up the most basic model shown in Fig. 2.8, a.
Figure 2.8: Summary of Friction Models, Adapted from [41].
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In Fig. 2.8 b the concept of a two part Coulomb and viscous friction model is
augmented by breaking the Coulomb friction coefficient further into two parts,
static µs, and dynamic, µk. The idea of static friction, Fs, and dynamic friction, Fk,
was introduced by Morin and when combined with viscous friction, constitutes the
most commonly used model of friction according to Armstrong [41]. As taught in
introductory engineering texts, for example Beer and Johnston [40], the main idea
of this model is that an object will remain stationary until enough force is applied
to overcome the static friction Fs. Once the static friction force is overcome, the
object begins moving and the opposing force changes to a lower dynamic friction
instantaneously, ramping up again with increasing velocity due to the viscous
friction. Instantaneous switching between static and dynamic friction is
characteristic of the stick slip feeling typically referred to as stiction. More advanced
models are described in the literature, such as the Stribeck effect.
A representative graph of the Stribeck effect is seen in Fig. 2.8, c. Stribeck’s
study of bearing performance showed that the drop from static friction to dynamic
friction was not discontinuous and can be modeled as a function that drops steadily
to a minimum and then rises with increasing velocity [39]. This gradual drop is due
to a lubrication layer building up as metal to metal contact ends, and is followed by
an increase due to the same viscosity effects observed by Reynolds [43].
Simple representations of friction, such as shown in Fig. 2.8 graph a, may be
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convenient for estimation and straightforward hand calculations. However the
patient positioning system application makes a Coulomb and viscous friction only
model less representative than a model that includes static and kinetic friction. As
the cradle in practice is around half as long as the total positioning stroke, and is
aligned using the sides of the bridge, there is a long area of potential contact. This
large potential contact area, combined with the use of dielectric padding, sheets,
pillows, imaging coils, and contamination from syringe caps and patient fluid makes
a stick slip behavior, as seen in Fig. 2.8 b, much more likely than a constant
resistance. In addition to contemporary texts such as Beer and Johnston,
contemporary research, such as Lee [42], also use the model of friction from Fig. 2.8,
b in simulation of steady state error, oscillation and limit cycling.
Limitations on materials that can be used in the drive system also restrict
the use of lubricants on the cradle, negating any benefits from modeling the drop of
the static friction to the kinetic friction as continuous, as in Stribeck. The
widespread contemporary use of the friction model from Fig. 2.8, b and the inability
to use lubricant make it the model most suitable for use in this research.
2.5 Summary of Literature Review
In order to produce a model of appropriate fidelity and to identify main
contributions to the positioning performance, MRI workflows, expanded use cases,
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and interactions with the B0 field were reviewed. The following aspects are unique
to this application and not modeled in the literature:
1. CEMRA requires long, fast moves perfectly timed with a contrast injection
even with large patient sizes and weights.
2. IOMRI requires sub millimeter precision back and forth movements that
account for backlash hysteresis.
3. Typical engineering materials cannot be used in the B0 field.
4. The B0 field degrades the performance of motors.
5. OEMs are forced to use atypical designs for the drive system and cradle to
avoid impacting the MRI image.
6. Coulomb static and dynamic plus viscous friction is the most suitable friction
model to represent the patient positioning system.
These aspects have given rise to odd material choices and design solutions
that have not been adequately modeled. Creation of an appropriate fidelity model
of the patient positioning system is necessary and will drive understanding of the
most influential design constraints and trade offs. This understanding will enable
thoughtful application of engineering design resources to improve device
performance given the expanded use cases.
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CHAPTER 3
Model of the Patient Positioning System
The temptation in modeling is to model each component of the system on its
own in great detail, combining each of these component models later into a model of
the entire system to simulate the overall behavior. While feasible, and in some cases
necessary, the level of input fidelity, accuracy, and the number of potential
component level interface errors is high. Fidelity of the resulting model and
simulation may suffer as a result. This approach requires detailed knowledge from
manufacturers for each component in the design. Some manufacturers do not fully
understand the design or performance of the products they make, especially off the
shelf, legacy, or commodity items. These realities mean independent modeling of the
patient positioning system with first principles of each component is impractical.
A better engineering outcome may be achieved by using a high level
modeling approach that takes into account the effects of assumptions and tradeoffs
on model accuracy to create an appropriate fidelity system model even when faced
with the aforementioned component uncertainties. The approach taken in this
research is to select off the shelf parts based on engineering intuition, component
availability, straightforward calculations, similarity to real world design
implementations, and model them according to their combined behavior. The
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assumption that a combined modeling approach can be used is validated with
experiments in the ensuing chapters.
A brief discussion of each part of the system (Fig. 3.1, Fig. 3.2) follows. A
model is presented and a deep dive is conducted into each part of the model.
Assumptions are discussed and model parameters requiring experimental validation
are highlighted.
3.1 The Patient Positioning System
There are eight main parts of the patient positioning system in Fig. 3.2:
1. Cradle: OEM GE Healthcare custom design
2. Bridge: OEM GE Healthcare custom design
3. Zipper: Serapid RigiBelt, OEM Siemens Healthineers custom design
4. Clutch: Sinfonia JCC-0.6, dry single disc 24 [V dc] electromagnetic
5. Gearbox: Dunkermotoren SG-80, 24:1 right angle worm drive
6. Brushless DC Motor: Infranor Mavilor FP-0034, 48 [V dc]
7. Position Encoder: Kubler B80 Quadrature Draw Wire
8. Servo Drive Amplifier: Copley Controls Accelnet BPL-090-30
3.1.1 Cradle
The cradle is the surface patients lie on; its main purpose is to support the
patient’s weight. Fiberglass or injection molded plastic construction is used with
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Figure 3.1: Cradle and Bridge Illustration [34].
Figure 3.2: Parts of the Physical System
internal and external wheels that have non magnetic glass bearings and elastomeric
tires. The cradle rides in and out of the bore along rails of a similar construction
referred to as a “bridge”(Fig. 3.1). The cradle used in this research is one segment
of a three segment commercial design from a GE Healthcare SIGNA Voyager MRI,
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Figure 3.3: Detailed Views of the Cradle.
shown in Fig. 3.3. It has an aluminum cover and some internal crossmembers which
stiffen it in the same way that an embedded imaging coil would.
3.1.2 Zipper
The zipper is a custom version of a Serapid RigiBelt from a Siemens
Magnetom Prisma MRI shown in Fig. 3.4. It is a non metallic rack and pinion
transmission where two flexible belts with alternating teeth are forced together to
become a rigid rod section. A mounting point is located on the distal end of the
rigid rod section and used to fix the zipper to the cradle and move it back and forth
in the bore. The flexible portions of the belt are redirected into storage channels to
reduce the overall footprint of the mechanism. Plastic molded gears with stainless
steel axles are used to stabilize and drive the belt through the zipper portion of the
mechanism.
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Figure 3.4: Detailed View of the Zipper
3.1.3 Standard Issue Drivetrain Components
Industry standard parts are used for the clutch, gearbox, motor, encoder,
and amplifier. The parts are shown in their mounted position in Fig. 3.5 and
described in Sec. 3.1.
Figure 3.5: Additional Views of the Parts in Situ
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3.2 Model of the Patient Positioning System
An equivalent mechanical system is shown in Fig. 3.6 along with a
characteristic depiction of the nonlinear damping caused by friction. The plant
model (Fig. 3.9) behavior is assumed to be dominated by first order dynamics
according to the following assumptions:
1. There are no flexible belts or long shafts which means any stiffness effect
should be small.
2. Cradle design and bridge interface provides opportunities for misalignment
and rubbing.
3. The plurality of wheels used in the cradle produce significant amounts of
rolling resistance.
These assumptions are experimentally validated in Chapter 4.
This system basically behaves as a mass and a nonlinear damper and is
Figure 3.6: Plant Equivalent Mechanical System and Nonlinear Damping
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similar to other first order systems such as thermal or highly damped mechanical
systems. These mass damper systems do not usually vibrate, have an equivalent
time constant for each nonlinear state and cannot easily change their motion. The
faster a commanded position change, the more power is demanded up to the
maximum current capability of the power supply in this case. The system has a
maximum stroke length of 2 meters and is required to maintain a position precision
of 0.5 [mm].
There are many effects not included in the model. For example, acoustic
noise, thermal gradients, impact loading and magnetic field interactions have all
been omitted. These effects were left out as a way to increase the likelihood that a
first order approximation of the entire system could be developed. The effects of
these additional variable may be included in future more detailed models of the
system.
The control system, Fig. 3.7, uses a velocity trajectory generator which has
built in acceleration and velocity limits to create trapezoid like velocity profiles.
These limits are in place because the load is a patient. The controller is a simplified
proportional, integral, derivative (PID) gains system. Only proportional gain is used
in the position loop, while proportional and integral gain are used in the velocity
loop. Velocity and current limits are also employed on command signals to ensure
the trajectory generator limits are respected. In this research a pre tuned physical
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Figure 3.7: Block Diagram of Copley Servo Amplifier Control Scheme [35]
system was available and the PID gains were inherited from the setting file loaded
into the physical controller.
3.2.1 Choice of Computer Modeling Tool
A computer model of the system and controller is created using MATLAB
and Simulink. MATLAB and Simulink are only two examples of many possible tools
that could be used for simulation. Both of them have been selected for this research
because of their built in components that allow for easy model creation, and
because they are accepted tools that have been used in many position control
models. The equivalent mechanical system in Fig. 3.6 and the control scheme in
Fig. 3.7 will be translated into Simulink diagrams in the forthcoming sections.
Because a high level modeling approach is utilized in this research, the
Simulink model, Fig. 3.8 and Appx. A, will not reflect the same physical divisions
and interfaces that exist between the parts listed in Sec. 3.1. Instead the Simulink
model will be divided according to the following functions that are more readily





3. Velocity Control Loop
4. Position Control Loop
5. Trajectory Generator
3.2.2 Plant Model
The plant model uses a transfer function between motor torque and
acceleration. It assumes that electrical dynamics in the motor are very fast, due to
the current control loop in the controller, and simply takes commanded current (A,
Fig. 3.9) in [amps] as an input and multiplies it by the motor Kt (E, Fig. 3.9) to
produce the transfer function input torque (F, Fig. 3.9) in [Nm]. The plant transfer
function (C, Fig. 3.9) outputs motor acceleration in [rad/s2] which is integrated to
velocity in [rad/s] by the resettable state port integrator (D, Fig. 3.9). The state
Figure 3.8: Simulink Model of Patient Positioning System.
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port on the integrator sends the plant velocity and an indicator signal to the
downstream friction block (2, Fig. 3.9) when the plant velocity crosses zero.
The plant output motor velocity (B, Fig. 3.9) can be transformed to motor
count speed, used by the velocity control, with a 751.5 [counts/rad] gain (C, Fig.
3.8), or by using the gearbox rotation ratio 24:1 and the zipper input shaft gear
pitch radius 0.013 [m] (A, Fig. 3.8) to get the linear velocity of the cradle in [m/s].
The linear velocity in turn can be integrated for position in [m] and converted to
linear encoder count position, used for the position control, by running it through
another gain 189,150 [counts/m] (B, Fig. 3.8).
In order to create the transfer function block (C, Fig. 3.9) the 1 DOF friction
modeling approach is applied to the rotational equation of motion referenced at the
motor output shaft [24]. Because the model assumes there is no compliance, the
Figure 3.9: Simulink Model of Plant
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sum of the moments acting on the motor shaft, Meq, is equivalent to the
acceleration of the motor shaft, θ̈, multiplied by the equivalent inertia of the system,
Ieq, as in Eq. 3.1:
ΣMeq = Ieqθ̈. (3.1)




In order to determine the value of the equivalent inertia referenced at the
motor shaft from Eq. 3.1, a kinetic energy balance is performed for all the moving











































where KET is the total kinetic energy of the system, m is mass, v is linear velocity,
I is inertia, ω is rotational velocity, subscript load is the cradle load, subscript zb is
the zipper drive belt, subscript lg is a large gear in the zipper drive, subscript sg is
a small gear in the zipper drive, subscript is is the input shaft in the zipper drive,
subscript clutch is the electromagnetic clutch, subscript gb is the gearbox, and
subscript motor is the motor.
Kinematic conversions to reference equation terms to the motor shaft are
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applied to the kinetic energy balance in Eq. 3.2 and the result is algebraically



















+ Igb + Imotor
ω2motor, (3.3)
where N is a drive ratio and subscript z is the zipper. The expression between the
square brackets in Eq. 3.3 is Ieq and can be directly substituted into the Simulink
transfer function block representing Eq. 3.1.
3.2.3 Friction Model
The Simulink friction model, Fig. 3.10, is adapted from MATLAB example
file “Friction Model with Hard Stops” [33] and responds dynamically to many plant
model conditions. It monitors the velocity of the plant in order to provide the
correct static or kinetic friction torque in the correct direction. It also tracks when
plant velocity crosses zero and automatically sends a reset signal to the state port
integrator from Sec. 3.2.2 to prevent velocity hunting around zero. The model takes
as inputs the integrator state (A, Fig. 3.10), plant velocity (B, Fig. 3.10), transfer
function input torque (C, Fig. 3.10), and outputs the total friction force (E, Fig.
3.10).
In order to calculate static and kinetic friction torque (D1, D2, Fig. 3.10),
the friction model inherits load mass ml, Coulomb friction coefficients µs and µk,
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Figure 3.10: Simulink Model of Friction
viscous friction coefficient c, gearbox NGB, and zipper drive ratio Nz from the model
workspace and uses them to calculate the static friction torque Fstick according to:
Fstick = µsml(NGB)(NRigi). (3.4)
Kinetic friction torque, Fslip, is modeled similarly as:
Fslip = µkml(NGB)(NRigi). (3.5)
The calculated static friction torque is compared to the absolute value of the
transfer function input torque (F, Fig. 3.10). The minimum of these values is passed
into a product function block (G, Fig. 3.10) along with the sign of the transfer
function input torque and is the default switched output value (H, Fig. 3.10) for the
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Coulomb friction component. The output value is switched between static and
kinetic friction by the integrator state every time the plant velocity crosses zero
using a Simulink hit crossing block (J, Fig. 3.10) set to zero and connected to the
output switch. The hit cross signal is also output (K, Fig. 3.10) to reset the plant
integrator, zeroing the plant velocity to avoid zero cross ringing. Viscous friction is
calculated using the plant velocity and the viscous friction coefficient (L, Fig. 3.10),
and added to the Coulomb friction, the result of which is passed as the friction
function block output (E, Fig. 3.10).
3.2.4 Nested Velocity and Position Control Loops
The Copley Controls BPL-090-30 DC servo amplifier uses industry standard
nested PID loops [35] to control load position, motor velocity, and motor current
shown in Fig. 3.7. For the purposes of this research the current control loop is not
modeled because the mechanical system is orders of magnitude slower than the
electrical system. It is assumed that the commanded current is achieved without
any significant delay and simple command current limits and slew rate limits are
employed instead of the complete current loop.
This research is conducted on a version of the patient positioning system
that has already been tuned [27] and the gains implemented in the servo amplifier
controller are implemented “as is” in the Simulink model of the control loops.
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Velocity Control Loop
The velocity control loop is shown in Fig. 3.11, and compares the
commanded motor velocity signal (A, Fig. 3.11) and the actual motor velocity
signal (B, Fig. 3.11) in motor encoder [counts/s] and outputs the commanded
current signal (C, Fig. 3.11). Commanded velocity is limited (D, Fig. 3.11) to 0.3
[m/s] for patient comfort. A commanded velocity feedforward option (E, Fig. 3.11)
is available but not implemented to be consistent with the physical controller
programming. The limited command signal is compared to the actual motor speed
(F, Fig. 3.11) and the difference is passed through a proportional gain (G, Fig. 3.11),
Kp = 300, and integrator gain (H, Fig. 3.11), Ki = 300, both of which are quantized
for input to the amplifier firmware. The integrator loop has a drain (J, Fig. 3.11),
not utilized in this implementation, which can be set from 0% to 100% and acts like
a resister to drain off integrator windup. The combined feedforward, proportional,
and integral gains are passed to a gains shift (L, Fig. 3.11), in this case the shift is
Figure 3.11: Simulink Model of Velocity Control Loop.
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set to 0, and passed through a 2 pole low pass filter with a passband edge frequency
of 400 [Hz] (M, Fig. 3.11). The resulting commanded current is clipped according
to the max available current and slew rate (N1, N2, Fig. 3.11) of the power supply
and passed to the plant model through the control loop outport (C, Fig. 3.11).
Position Control Loop
The position control loop, Fig. 3.12, takes the commanded position (A, Fig.
3.12) [counts], commanded velocity (B, Fig. 3.12) [counts/s], and acceleration (C,
Fig. 3.12) [counts/s2], along with the actual load position (D, Fig. 3.12) in load
encoder [counts] as inputs. The commanded velocity is fed forward directly (E, Fig.
3.12) and there is an optional commanded acceleration feedforward (F, Fig. 3.12)
that is not implemented. Commanded load position is compared to actual load
position (G, Fig. 3.12) and the difference is fed though a PID loop of which the
tuned plant uses only the proportional gain (H, Fig. 3.12) set at 300. The
feedforward and PID gained signals are summed (J, Fig. 3.12) and passed through a
gains multiplier (K, Fig. 3.12) of 5.6 and output to the commanded motor velocity
loop (L, Fig. 3.12).
3.2.5 Trapezoid Like Trajectory Command
The Simulink model uses a trapezoid like velocity trajectory curve, shown in
Fig. 3.13. The trajectory is implemented in the model using a piecewise function
block and is derived from position commands generated in the servo amplifier.
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Figure 3.12: Simulink Model of Position Control Loop.
Figure 3.13: MATLAB Code for Trapezoid Like Velocity Command
3.3 Summary of the Model
The Simulink model is designed as a 1 DOF friction model based on the
assumption that there is a very small amount of compliance in the system, the effect
of which is masked entirely by Coulomb and viscous friction. This assumption is
based on the sliding and rubbing action of the bridge and cradle along with the
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rolling friction due to the plurality of cradle wheels as well as the absence of flexible
transmission components such as long shafts or belts. This assumption will be
validated in the following chapter.
The Simulink model is divided into five parts: the plant, plant friction,
velocity control, position control, and trajectory generator. The plant transfer
function is calculated using a kinetic energy balance to get the equivalent inertia.
The plant friction model is designed to automatically switch between static and
kinetic friction when the plant moves or changes direction. It also incorporates a
viscous friction component.
The velocity control loop is an industry standard PI control loop with a
current command limit (according to the power supply specifications) and a low
pass output filter. The position control loop that drives the commanded current is
also an industry standard PID control loop. The current control loop is not
implemented in the model because the mechanical system is orders of magnitude
slower than the electrical systems in the servo amplifier. All gain values are taken
directly from the existing tuned physical patient positioning device. The trajectory
generator is a simple piecewise function.
Because the model assumptions and control gain values contribute
significantly to the position command tracking capability of the model,
characteristics such as viscous and Coulomb friction coefficients are experimentally
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determined. Scaled experiments are also carried out to validate the appropriateness
of the high level modeling approach. The determination of these system
characteristics are discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
Experimental Determination of Model Parameters
In order to determine the system parameters described in Ch. 3, a full scale
physical embodiment of the plant and controller is built. Experiments are conducted
and the output data is analyzed using MATLAB to characterize the Coulomb and
viscous friction coefficients. The overall behavior of the model simulation using
these parameters is calibrated with results captured from the physical plant.
4.1 A Description of the Experimental Unit Under Test
The experimental Unit Under Test (UUT) is constructed using spare parts
from existing commercial MRI scanners as described in Sec. 3.1 and is not
representative of any one commercial scanner by design, Fig. 4.1. There are notable
differences between the UUT and a commercial scanner; for example, the actual
superconducting magnet assembly is not used.
Additionally, commercial scanner beds are usually about 4.25 [m] long. The
full length is not needed to conduct these experiments and the UUT has been
shortened to a more lab friendly 2.5 [m]. The cradle has also been reduced to 0.75
[m] in order to give a larger workspace. MRI Scanners are rated for patient weight
up to 225 [kg]; however, these experiments use 7 [kg], 39 [kg] and 69 [kg] which are
chosen based on the availability of random heavy objects in the lab.
In order to ensure the safety of staff and researchers, several measures are
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Figure 4.1: Parts of the Physical System, Repeated from Fig. 3.2
taken. First, a fixed hard stop mechanism is built on the open side of the bridge to
prevent the cradle from running off the edge and onto the floor. Movement in the
opposite direction is limited by the minimum extension of the zipper. Second, a
clutch is selected with a setpoint that is low enough to prevent injury if limbs or
objects were to become trapped in any pinch points. Third, the clutch is
electromagnetic and powered by a separate power supply which can be switched off,
disengaging the clutch and functioning as an emergency stop.
Commanded moves and data collection are performed using Copley Motion
Explorer 2 (CME2), a software program provided by the servo amplifier
manufacturer Copley Controls. This program uses the built in feedback paths from
the load encoder, motor encoder, motor current, and motor voltage. It can export
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csv files with 1.25 [µs] sampling period depending on trace collection length. A
snapshot of the oscilloscope application from CME2 is shown in Fig. 4.2.
The CME2 application is the data collection graphical user interface (GUI)
and can be configured to provide either function generator wave type signals or
trapezoid like trajectory commands to the plant. It can monitor up to six channels
of feedback signals depending on the type of connected hardware. Triggers,
speed/acceleration/jerk limits, and PID gains can all be adjusted in the application
before initiating a move command.
A second Copley Accelnet BPL-090-30 servo amplifier, and Kubler B80 draw
Figure 4.2: Snapshot of Oscilloscope Function from CME2.
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wire encoder are attached to the cradle, powered separately, and along with a second
computer running CME2, serve as a monitor. Independently powering the amplifier
and encoder allows plant data to be collected without control loop interference by
turning off the servo amplifier that powers the motor while the plant is in motion.
4.2 Validation of the 1 DOF Friction Model
As discussed in Sec. 2.3, the cradle and zipper drive system are the novel
pieces of the plant and their behavior is least understood. A first experiment is
performed to characterize the behavior of the cradle and zipper mechanism in
isolation. As the dynamics of the other parts of the system (gearbox, motor, clutch)
are well documented in the literature, they are disconnected by removing power
from the electromagnetic clutch.
4.2.1 1 DOF Experiment Overview
One way to characterize the behavior of the system is to provide an impulse
and observe the system response. With the clutch, gearbox, and motor
disconnected, the cradle is pushed, giving it enough initial velocity so that the data
collection software has time to capture the velocity decay. The shape of this velocity
decay is indicative of the degrees of freedom in the system and the types of forces at
work. The expectation is that the decay is linear due to Coulomb friction with a
potential small exponential right handed tail near zero from viscous friction.
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4.2.2 1 DOF Experiment Procedure
This experiment followed the procedure outlined in the following steps:
1. Open CME software, clear errors and enable the drive so it won’t ignore the
load encoder.
2. Open the oscilloscope application.
3. Set trace time to 5 [s], load velocity to channel 1, and trigger type to
immediate.
4. Check the load on the cradle, first case is unloaded which corresponds to the 7
[kg] case.
5. Press the record button and quickly push the cradle
6. Ensure the waveform is captured in CME2 and save the data.
7. Repeat 4 through 6 with 38 [kg] and 69 [kg].
4.2.3 1 DOF Experiment Results
In Fig. 4.3 there are three velocity vs. time curves plotted. Each curve is a
representative example of a different load on the cradle and each load case was
repeated three times. The left side of each curve is collected while the tester is
imparting an initial velocity to the cradle by pushing it. The peak of each curve is
the moment that the tester let go of the cradle and the right side is the part of the
curve that is analyzed.
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There are three things the right hand sides of each curve are inspected for.
First, any sinusoidal behavior overlaid on the trace would suggest a stiffness
component in the system. Second, the straightness of the line as it trends toward
zero would suggest a Coulomb friction component in the system. And third, any
right handed tail or exponential decay features would suggest the friction force was
proportional to the velocity as in viscous friction.
In each load case the most evident feature of the decay is consistent and
Figure 4.3: Experimental Data from Partial Plant Impulse Response Experiment
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linear, meaning Coulomb friction dominates the response. A first order polynomial
curvefit of the right hand portion of the curve can be used to determine the
dynamic Coulomb friction coefficient µk for use in the model; however, Tab. 4.1,
calculations showed it not to be related to the normal force from the cradle load
because deceleration decreases with increasing load.







The next feature of note is the small amplitude sinusoidal response overlaid
on the curves which would normally suggest a stiffness component. However, the
wavelength is short and a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the data shows a
dominant peak at the same frequency as both the gear tooth spacing on the zipper
and the belt tooth spacing. This FFT data means the sinusoidal feature is most
likely a vibration from the zipper drive operation and not a system stiffness
component.
Toward the very end of each curve as they approach zero there may be a
very small exponential decay but its masked by the sinusoidal vibration and
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negligible. These three observations confirms the model assumption that the plant
can be represented as a 1DOF friction model.
4.3 Determination of Friction Coefficients
In the velocity decay data from Sec. 4.2.3 there was no appreciable viscous
friction contribution to the system when the clutch/gearbox/motor were
disconnected. In order to determine if their addition to the system adds appreciable
viscous or Coulomb friction, the clutch power is restored and a second experiment is
conducted on the entire plant.
4.3.1 Viscous Friction Experiment Overview
Viscous friction contribution is determined by using CME2 to command a
long trapezoidal velocity profile trajectory move with the oscilloscope function. By
recording the speed and actual current for different load conditions, a torque vs.
speed plot is made using the constant speed section of each dataset for a given load
condition. A trendline is plotted against this data and any reported slope can be
interpreted as the viscous friction coefficient according to
T = c ω (4.1)
where T is torque [Nm], c is the viscous friction coefficient and ω is the motor speed
[rad/s].
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4.3.2 Viscous Friction Experiment Procedure
This experiment followed the procedure outlined in the following steps:
1. Open CME software, clear errors and enable the drive.
2. Open the oscilloscope application.
3. Set trace time to 5 [s], load velocity to channel 1, actual current to channel 2,
and trigger type to immediate.
4. Set maximum speed to 0.025 [m/s].
5. Check the load on the cradle, first case is unloaded which corresponds to the 7
[kg] case.
6. On the profile tab set a trapezoidal profile position move for 30,000 [counts].
7. Press the start button and wait for the move to complete.
8. Ensure the waveform is captured in CME2 and save the data.
9. Repeat 4 through 8 three for each combination of load and speed in Tab. 4.2.
Table 4.2: Viscous Friction Test Plan
Load speed
[kg] [m/s]
7, 38, 69 0.025
7, 38, 69 0.075
7, 38, 69 0.150
7, 38, 69 0.225
7, 38, 69 0.300
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Figure 4.4: Viscous Experiment Average Torque and Speed
4.3.3 Viscous Friction Experiment Results
Data from all of the runs is imported into MATLAB and truncated to the
portion of the move with a constant velocity. The actual motor current is multiplied
by the motor Kt of 0.07 [Nm/A] to give the actual motor torque trace. Over the
constant speed section of the trace, average load speed and average motor torque
are computed, Fig. 4.4, using the fit command in MATLAB. These values along
with a first order polynomial fit line are plotted in Fig. 4.5 for each weight.
The viscous friction effect is visible in the curve fits for the 7 [kg] and 39 [kg]
load cases. Using Eq. 4.1 and the MATLAB curvefit function, the viscous
coefficients are computed and given in Tab. 4.3. Although there are some outliers in
these datasets, excluding them does not affect the curvefit results significantly. At
the 69 [kg] load case the viscous friction effect almost disappears and the curve fit
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Figure 4.5: Curve Fit of Torque vs. Speed for Various Weights
Table 4.3: Viscous Friction Test Results
Test Load [kg]
Case 07 38 69
Low Mid Upp Low Mid Upp Low Mid Upp
1 80.95 107.5 134.1 92.95 117.3 141.6 -5.361 2.214 49.64
1. All values E−06
has issues, even reporting an impossible negative viscous friction contribution within
the 95% confidence bounds. It is speculated that this relationship is due to several
interactions between the cradle and the bridge:
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1. Increased load enlarges the contact patch between the elastomeric cradle tires
and the bridge thereby increasing rolling resistance.
2. Increased load causes a “U” shaped deformation to the cradle, an outward toe
of the cradle wheels, and inefficient loading of the nonmetallic bearings.
3. Disparate hardness levels between the cradle wheel glass ball bearings and
their plastic races cause the ball bearings to sink into the race with increasing
load contributing to rolling resistance.
Data shows the largest viscous friction contribution at just 0.06 [Nm]. This means
the majority of the friction in the system is Coulomb, which is determined using the
next experiment.
4.3.4 Coulomb Friction Experiment Overview
To determine the static Coulomb friction coefficient, a very slow move with
very small acceleration must be commanded. This allows the commanded velocity
error, which generates the commanded motor current, to build up slowly. As the
commanded motor current gradually rises eventually the applied torque will exceed
the static friction torque and a step response in the plant velocity will occur. The
current at the time of this step in velocity is multiplied by the motor constant to
give the static friction torque.
In order to determine the kinetic Coulomb friction coefficient, the full plant
velocity rundown must be captured. The easiest way to accomplish this is to use the
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monitoring servo amplifier and draw wire encoder to record the velocity rundown.
To get a similar impulse input to Sec. 4.2 the command servo amplifier is used to
run the plant up to 0.3 [m/s] and then power to that amplifier is interrupted
without disconnecting the electromagnetic clutch. The resulting rundown happens
significantly faster than in Sec. 4.2 where the cradle and zipper were basically
freewheeling, so some changes to the test procedure are made.
4.3.5 Coulomb Friction Experiment Procedure
Static
This experiment followed the procedure outlined in the following steps:
1. Open CME software, clear errors and enable the drive.
2. Open the oscilloscope application.
3. Set trace time to 5 [s], load velocity to channel 1, actual current to channel 2,
and trigger type to immediate.
4. Set maximum acceleration to 0.025 [m/s2].
5. Check the load on the cradle, first case is unloaded which corresponds to the 7
[kg] case.
6. On the profile tab set a trapezoidal profile position move for 30,000 [counts]
7. Press the start button wait for the move to complete.
8. Ensure the waveform is captured in CME2 and save the data.
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9. Repeat 4 through 8 three times for 7 [kg], 38 [kg] and 69 [kg].
Kinetic
This experiment followed the procedure outlined in the following steps:
1. Relocate the power switch for the command servo amplifier so it is next to the
monitor computer.
2. Open CME software on the command and monitor computers, clear errors
and enable both drives.
3. Open the oscilloscope application on the command and monitor computers.
4. Set the command computer to a trapezoidal profile position move of 30,000
[counts] with max velocity 0.3 [m/s].
5. Set the monitor computer to trace time 2.5 [s], load velocity to channel 1, and
trigger type to immediate.
6. Check the load on the cradle, first case is unloaded which corresponds to 7
[kg].
7. On the command computer press the start button and wait for the cradle to
get up to speed.
8. On the monitor computer press record and interrupt power to the command
servo amplifier at the same instant.
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9. On the monitor computer ensure the waveform is captured in CME2 and save
the data.
10. Repeat 6 through 9 three times for 7 [kg], 38 [kg] and 69 [kg].
4.3.6 Coulomb Friction Experiment Results
Static
An example of the resulting trace for the static Coulomb friction testing is
shown in Fig. 4.6. The data from the experiments is analyzed using MATLAB to
find the time that the load starts to move. The corresponding current value is
multiplied by the motor Kt to get the static friction torque and the resulting data is
summarized in Tab. 4.4.
Figure 4.6: Experimental Data from Static Friction Experiment
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An example of the resulting trace is shown in Fig. 4.7. The data from the
experiments is analyzed using MATLAB by truncating the trace to the time where
the load is decelerating, and using the fit command to find a first order polynomial
best fit line. One such dataset is plotted in Fig. 4.8 and Tab. 4.5 gives the Coulomb
coefficient data from the curvefits.
Table 4.5: Kinetic Coulomb Friction Coefficients
Load Average Std. Clutch
Slope Dev. Off Avg.
[kg] [m/s2] [m/s2]
7 -2.348 0.061 -0.767
38 -2.163 0.102 -0.235
69 -1.786 0.056 -0.158
The data shows a strong Coulomb friction effect compared to the viscous
friction effect, as expected based on the results from Sec. 4.3.3. The Coulomb
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Figure 4.7: Experimental Data from Full Plant Rundown Experiment
friction effect from the cradle and zipper alone was 9% to 33% of the total plant
Coulomb friction, depending on the load.
Figure 4.8: Curve Fit of Truncated Full Plant Rundown Experimental Data
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4.4 Validation of the Plant and Control System Model Parameters
The model of the system was discussed in Sec. 3.2, and the experimental
parameters have been determined in Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 4.3 . To ensure that the
model behavior matches experimental results, two digital tests are conducted. The
first uses the plant model from Sec. 3.2.2 and compares an impulse input to the
plant model with the data that was recorded in Sec. 4.3.3. Visual agreement
between the simulated and recorded results will validate the plant model. The
second digital test uses the entire Simulink model from Sec. 3.2 and compares the
response to position trace data. Visual agreement between the simulated and
recorded results will validate the entire Simulink model from Sec. 3.2.
4.4.1 Validation of the Plant Model Parameters
Overview
Simulink is used to conduct a digital version of the experiment from Sec.
4.3.4 so that model agreement with recorded data can be assessed. The average
values for each weight range of Coulomb friction as well as the viscous friction
measured in Sec. 4.3.3 and Sec. 4.3.6 are implemented in the Simulink plant model
as switched gains based on the cradle load.
Procedure
This experiment followed the procedure outlined in the following steps:
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1. Excite the Simulink plant model using an input torque impulse created using
a pulse generator block.
2. Set the pulse generator block as such: amplitude 1.25, period 100 [s], pulse
width 0.01%, phase delay 1 [s].
3. Adjust the amplitude of the input pulse until the upper limit of the simulated
response is about 0.3 [m/s].
4. Adjust the phase delay on the simulated input pulse until it is visually
coincident with one half wavelength prior to the time the max amplitude of
the recorded data drops for two consecutive wavelengths by more than 1 full
amplitude.
Results
A plot of actual rundown data and the simulation results is shown in Fig.
4.9. There is visual agreement which means the plant model correctly reflects the
experimental plant only data and the plant model parameters are validated.
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Figure 4.9: Simulink Model of Plant with Impulse and Response Plot
4.4.2 Validation of the Control System Model Parameters
Overview
Using the validated plant model, direct comparison between the data
collected on a trapezoidal trajectory move in the actual system and the simulation
results is made. As discussed in Sec. 3.2.4, the control scheme consists of industry
standard nested PID loops for velocity and position and is discussed in the CME2
documentation. The control loop documentation is taken as accurate and used
verbatim with the PID gains that have been implemented in the actual device. The
only exception is that the current loop is not implemented in the model because the
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mechanical system is orders of magnitude slower than the electrical systems in the
servo amplifier.
Procedure
This experiment followed the procedure outlined in the following steps:
1. Open CME software, clear errors and enable the drive.
2. Open the oscilloscope application.
3. Set a trapezoidal profile position move of 30,000 [counts] with max velocity
0.3 [m/s].
4. Set trace time 2.5 [s], load velocity to channel 1, profile velocity to channel 2
and trigger type to immediate.
5. Ensure the waveform is captured in CME2 and save the data.
6. Open the Simulink model.
7. Set the piecewise trapezoidal trajectory command to reflect the profile velocity
recorded on channel 2.
8. Run the Simulink simulation and plot the results against the data recorded in
step 5.
Results
Initial experiments showed a large disagreement that was rectified in 2 ways.
First, the quantization was removed from the proportional gain on the position
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loop. Second, the phase shift, evident in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11, was ignored as an
artifact of a 0.08 [s] amplifier delay in sending current to the motor.
The comparison shows good agreement between the simulation and the
recorded data, and validates the control system model parameters.
4.5 Summary of Experiments
The experimental UUT is made up of relevant spare parts from commercial
scanners and has been reduced to a length that makes it possible to do small scale
experiments in a lab. Where appropriate, relevant parts are used like a real bridge,
cradle and cradle wheels but the superconducting magnet has been omitted from
the test setup. The test stand was designed with multiple safety features including
Figure 4.10: Simulated and Experimental Move Command Position Plot
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Figure 4.11: Phase Shift Plot
hard stops and emergency stops. Representative patient weights were assembled
from randomly available heavy objects in the lab within reason. Extensive use of
the servodrive manufacturers CME2 software is made mostly in the form of move
commands and data acquisition.
The friction modeling approach is validated with a simple impulse
experiment while the motor, gearbox, and clutch are disconnected. These
components are reconnected and used to experimentally determine the viscous
friction coefficient at different load weights. Viscous friction turns out to be very
small and masked entirely at times by the Coulomb friction. The Coulomb kinetic
friction coefficients are then experimentally determined using a second servo drive
and computer running CME2 to monitor the rundown velocity after cutting power
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to the command servo drive. Coulomb static friction coefficients are determined by
increasing command current until the plant moves. The plant model is updated to
include load dependent gain switched versions of all three friction coefficients and
then compared to experimental data. The data matches well so the control system
is implemented.
The control system documentation is found to have an error that affects the
proportional gain for the position control, once the error is corrected the simulation
tracks the commanded position well. A phase shift is present between the
commanded position and the actual position which on closer inspection is mostly an




This chapter focuses on exploring the model in three ways:
• changing the friction model parameters,
• adding torque noise to the system,
• creating a feedforward to linearize friction forces.
The experimentally determined coefficients used to validate the full system model
produce agreement, but were calibrated with the experimental data. These
coefficients may only be applicable in cases that approximate the testing closely.
However, the friction coefficients are constantly changing. For example,
temperature, wear, lubrication, soiling, part replacement, cleaning, etc., can all have
a significant impact on the friction coefficients and the resulting model behavior.
If small changes to these coefficients cause the model to become unstable or
unrepresentative it will no longer be suitable for modeling the behavior of the plant.
It is important to check how the plant and full system model respond, not just to
small changes in these friction coefficients, but also to model/load mismatch, and
noise. This chapter will examine the model robustness to effects of friction
coefficient changes.
Following the model robustness discussion, a new control algorithm is
investigated. This feedforward control is not the only possible control improvement,
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but illustrates the capability of the model to be used as a tool for investigating
alternative or additional control schemes and their effect on model performance.
5.1 Friction Sensitivities of the Plant Model
Tab. 5.1 outlines the planned coefficient changes for the plant friction
simulations. These combinations will excite the plant in order to visualize their
effect on the rundown response in a series of virtual test cases.
Table 5.1: Friction Coefficient Experiment Values.
Test Case 1 2 3 4 5
c E−06 2.214 0 107.5 2.214 2.214
µ 1.79 1.79 1.79 2 1.5
m[kg] 69 69 69 69 69
Test case 1 comes from curvefit data.
5.1.1 Viscous Friction
Overview
Each virtual test case is conducted by exciting the plant model in the same
way as Sec. 4.3.4 and comparing the simulated response to experimental rundown
data. The viscous coefficient is changed each time the Simulink model is run and
several simulated responses are plotted together. The goal of this test is to visualize
the effect on the plant model of viscous friction coefficient changes.
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Procedure
This experiment followed the procedure outlined in the following steps:
1. Obtain experimental rundown data from Sec. 4.3.4 for 69 [kg].
2. Set the viscous friction, Coulomb friction, and load mass according to test
case 1 in Tab. 5.1.
3. Set the simulated input impulse block according to Sec. 4.4.1, step 1.
4. Run Simulink and adjust the simulated input impulse according to Sec. 4.4.1,
steps 2 and 3.
5. Record the velocity time series in a new variable or matrix.
6. Repeat step 2 through 4 for test cases 2 and 3 in Tab. 5.1.
7. Plot test cases 1, 2, 3, and the rundown data from step 1 together.
Results
Fig. 5.1 shows the experimental data from Sec. 4.4.1 plotted against the three
simulated datasets that were created in the viscous friction procedure. The curvefit
data recommendation for the viscous friction coefficient from Sec. 4.3.3 is very close
to the test case where all viscous friction is eliminated by zeroing the gain in the
Simulink plant model. As the value for c is increased its influence on the simulated
curve is minimal. In order to get a visually distinct curve c had to be increased by
two orders of magnitude. Simulated runtime decreases with increasing c as
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expected. This experiment confirms that the effect of viscous friction changes on the
plant rundown are small and that the model is not sensitive to viscous friction.
5.1.2 Coulomb Friction
Overview
Each virtual test case is conducted by exciting the plant model in the same
way as Sec. 4.3.4 and comparing the simulated response to experimental rundown
data. The Coulomb coefficient is changed each time the Simulink model is run and
several simulated responses are plotted together. The goal of this test is to visualize
the effect on the plant model of Coulomb friction coefficient changes.
Figure 5.1: Viscous Coefficient Effect on Plant Only Rundown
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Procedure
This experiment followed the procedure outlined in the following steps:
1. Obtain recorded rundown data from Sec. 4.3.4 for 69 [kg].
2. Set the viscous friction, Coulomb friction and load mass according to test case
4 in Tab. 5.1.
3. Set the simulated input impulse block according to Sec. 4.4.1, step 1.
4. Run Simulink and adjust the simulated input impulse according to Sec. 4.4.1,
step 2 and 3.
5. Record the velocity time series in a new variable or matrix.
6. Repeat step 2 through 4 for test case 5 in Tab. 5.1.
7. Plot test cases 1, 4, 5 and the rundown data from step 1 together.
Results
Fig. 5.2 shows the experimental data from Sec. 4.4.1 plotted against the
three simulated datasets that were created in the Coulomb friction procedure. As
the value of the Coulomb friction increases, rundown time decreases significantly.
This significant decrease means the model is sensitive to changes in Coulomb
friction as little as 12%.
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5.2 Model Mismatch and Noise
Temporal changes in friction coefficients are not the only kind of
disturbances that could effect the system. Systems are utilized at the edge cases of
their intended use which causes mismatch between model parameters, and the
actual load conditions. Control systems also contain noise in signals used for
feedback, such as encoder counts, which may influence the control behavior. The
most common noise factor for patient positioning system applications is torque noise
from misalignment of the patient positioning mechanism or patient movement. It is
Figure 5.2: Coulomb Coefficient Effect on Plant Only Rundown
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necessary to test the effects of these mismatches and noise disturbances on system
performance. The impact of these changes is discussed in this section.
5.2.1 Model Mismatch
Control systems that use switched gains can experience model mismatch
when the gain selected is for a use case other than the one in progress. An example
of this would be setting the viscous and Coulomb friction parameters for the 69 [kg]
case but then loading the system with 7 [kg]. Model mismatch of this type will be
induced during the virtual testing at the end of this section.
5.2.2 Encoder and Torque Noise
Encoder Noise
Electrical components are susceptible to interference if they are not properly
shielded from noise sources. A typical noise source would be alternating current
frequency on the power line for a measurement device. In this example, a 25 [rad]
amplitude, 60 [Hz] sinusoidal noise component is added to the plant velocity output
to simulate the noise on the motor encoder signal.
Torque Noise
Torque disturbances are fairly common and easily result from the cradle
rubbing on the bridge from misalignment, patient motion, syringe caps and other
detritus obstructing the cradle wheels, etc. Pink noise is a good representation of
this natural noise because it is centered and normally distributed around zero in the
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frequency domain (see Appx. B) Because of the normal distribution in the frequency
domain, the value of each point in a pink noise time series is statistically dependent
on the previous value.
This statistical dependence makes a pink noise time series plot appear
smoother than a Gaussian noise time series plot which would appear to be random
and discontinuous. The time series discontinuities from Gaussian noise are filtered
out of mechanical system responses due to the difference in the order of magnitude
of the time constants of mechanical and electrical systems. Pink noise disturbances
are better at inducing control systems to follow noise rather than command signal.
In the model, pink noise is used for torque disturbance modeling.
A method adapted from Cohen [36], Appx. B, is used to create the frequency
domain noise spectrum in MATLAB and translate it to a time series in the Simulink
model This time series is readily incorporated into the Simulink model using a 1
dimensional lookup table. The lookup table is simulation clock referenced with even
spacing for the breakpoints. Spacing is set to the same fixed timestep value as the
simulation, 0.001 [s] in this case, and interpolation method is set to nearest. The
output of this block (A, Fig. 5.3) is added to the torque input block at the
summation of the plant transfer function input.
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5.2.3 Effect on Full Simulink System
Overview
Tab. 5.2 outlines the planned coefficients used for the full system model
simulation with noise and model mismatch. These model parameters cause the
plant model behavior to become unrepresentative as it is mismatched from the
actual plant. Model mismatch, encoder noise, and torque noise will be used to test
the robustness of the Simulink system.
Procedure
This experiment followed the procedure outlined in the following steps:
1. Open the full system Simulink model.
2. Set the viscous friction, Coulomb friction and load mass according to test case
1 in Tab. 5.2.
Figure 5.3: Simulink Block Diagram with Pink Noise Torque
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3. Run the full Simulink model.
4. Plot the results.
Results
The simulated response tracked the commanded position profile closely as
shown in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5. The pink noise torque effect was noticeable but it
was compensated for quickly by the control loops. It is suspected that because the
plant speed is limited to 0.3 [m/s] and the time constant of the feedback control
loops are so small, the model mismatch and noise sources do not challenge the
controller and the system performance is robust to these types of disturbances.
These results illustrate the capability of feedback control to solve position
control errors. It is intriguing that in Fig. 5.5 there is an overlaid sinusoidal hunting
behavior on the simulated position control in addition to the phase delay. This
sinusoid overlay suggests that there is some mechanical or electrical filtering
happening in the real system that is missing in the model and will be discussed in
the future work section.







Because the plant friction model is well understood, an improved control
method is used to enhance the system performance by using a feedforward loop as
discussed in Palm [24], page 614. A friction precompensator block is integrated into
the system after the commanded current block as shown in Fig. 5.6, Appx. C and
Fig. 5.7.
The benefit of this feedforward loop is twofold. First, it can be used to
predict the required control signal. This predicted control signal means that the
controller doesn’t have to wait for an error to build up in order to correct it.
Second, it linearizes the system. The friction model in the plant is nonlinear
because of both the stick/slip behavior and also in magnitude as the load on the
Figure 5.4: Controller Response to Load Noise Disturbances
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Figure 5.5: Controller Response to Load Noise Disturbances, Magnified
cradle changes. By predicting the nonlinearity in the feedforward path and
compensating for it, controller performance is improved.
This friction feedforward is just one potential control enhancement among
many options which may be more suitable. In this research it illustrates that
improvements can be made in the model before being implemented on the physical
plant and showcases the capability of modeling and model based design.
The friction precompensator works in much the same way as the plant
friction model from Sec. 3.2.3 except that it takes the commanded motor current as
an input instead of the net motor torque. The precompensator output augments the
commanded current signal. The comparison plot in Fig. 5.8 shows the predicted
friction torque has agreement with the actual plant friction and means its
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Figure 5.6: Simulink Model of Friction Precompensator
Figure 5.7: Integrated Friction Precompensator Model
incorporation into the full Simulink model will act to cancel out the normal plant
friction, linearizing the system.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter a sensitivity study was completed on the friction coefficients
where it was observed that the model was not very sensitive to changes in the
viscous friction and that the analysis may be overestimating its contribution to the
plant model. This overestimate is evidenced by the fact that viscous friction had to
be increased by two orders of magnitude to get a moderate change to the plant
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Figure 5.8: Simulink Precompensator Model Performance
rundown behavior. Changes in the Coulomb friction coefficient of only 12% could
influence the time constant of the velocity decay by a much larger margin.
Model mismatch was discussed between the Coulomb friction coefficient and
the actual load value. This mismatch along with a torque noise source, was
introduced to the full system model to emulate noise from actual patients and
obstructions on the cradle. The torque noise was modeled with pink noise and
incorporated into the Simulink model with a 1 dimensional lookup table. The full
system Simulink position response was examined with the model mismatch and
noise disturbances included and compared to the commanded position profile. The
simulated response tracked the commanded position profile closely. There were
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visible disturbances from the pink noise torque interference but they were
compensated for quickly by the control loops.
A method to feed forward the friction behavior in the plant was proposed to
avoid waiting for the error to build up before compensating for it. The method
worked moderately well on its own but was not incorporated into the model. It was
left out because it does not account for torque disturbances and actually became an
additional source of noise as it became mismatched with the pink noise.
Overall the system performance was robust to the types of disturbances,
mismatches and sensitivities that were explored. The robustness means there may
be limited return on investment associated with increasing the model complexity
using a friction feed forward loop. These experiments demonstrated that because
the plant speed is limited to 0.3 [m/s] and the feedback control PID loop time
constants are orders of magnitude smaller than the mechanical system time
constants, the model mismatch and noise sources are compensated easily. This
successful compensation illustrates the capability of feedback control to eliminate
error and explains why models of simple systems don’t have to be very complex to
generate agreement with experimental data and real world conditions. With respect
to this model, simplification of the plant and control system may be more
appropriate. For example, removing the viscous friction component which seems to
have hardly any influence at all on the controlled position response.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion and Future Work
This research set out to establish an appropriate fidelity model for
understanding the behavior of the patient positioning systems used in commercial
MRI machines. In Chapter 2 this research explored the MRI specific design
considerations that make the plant unique: the inability to use ferromagnetic
materials and strict restrictions on the use of paramagnetic and diamagnetic
materials for components such as gears, wheels, ball bearings etc.
This information helped inform the choice of high level modeling approach to
use in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 validation of the 1 DOF friction modeling
assumption was conducted by experimentally determining friction model coefficients
and comparing Simulink simulation results to data captured from an actual
embodiment of the patient positioning system. Model parameter studies conducted
in Chapter 5 showed that the model was relatively insensitive to variations in the
viscous friction coefficient and fairly robust against simulated noise.
6.1 Conclusion
This research highlighted two areas of focus in the problem statement:
1. Computer models of MRI patient positioning systems are lacking, even in the
context of changing use cases and patient populations.
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2. Because of this lack of available models, there is no clear direction for
positioning system design improvements.
In response to the first issue, a computer model of an appropriate level fidelity was
developed. The model demonstrated:
• The system can be represented as 1 DOF because compliance is negligible.
• The system is dominated by Coulomb friction, with a small viscous
component.
• Zipper and cradle contribute 9% of the Coulomb friction response at 69 [kg]
and up to 33% at 7 [kg].
• Coulomb friction does not reflect the typical F = µkN relationship and is
nonlinear with patient weight.
In response to the second issue, the model was used to show:
• The system is sensitive to Coulomb friction coefficient changes, and
improvements to the cradle, wheels and zipper should be made to reduce
Coulomb friction.
• Meshing of zipper teeth, although not involute tooth profiles, contributes
insignificant noise to the system.
• The system is robust to torque disturbances and model mismatch.
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• Investigation of improved control schemes is possible in a simulation
environment.
The model based engineering approach used to understand the behavior of
the novel parts of the patient positioning system enables MRI manufacturers to
better utilize their limited research and development resources. The model and this
research reveal the parts of the system requiring improvement to achieve the better
performance, higher throughput, and improved patient outcomes demanded by
nascent expanded use cases. Using this model, manufacturers can now achieve the
fast station to station and precise surgical moves required by CEMRA and IOMRI
in a simulation environment.
6.2 Future Work
In order to achieve the performance gains necessary, not only for the existing
nascent use cases but future, faster, and more precise exams, an improved design for
the cradle and cradle wheels is needed.
Independent modeling of the novel parts of the system, such as the
elastomeric tires, as an example, should be reviewed. Comparing them to the rigid
plastic wheels in a c-channel design used by other manufacturers could help
understand the ideal technique for reducing Coulomb friction.
Studying the change in friction as the zipper drive wears may also lead to
important insights. For example, understanding how performance changes as
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trapped plastic dust builds up and interferes with gear tooth meshing would be
interesting. Additionally, the time it takes the zipper drive to wear down to a
backlash level that interferes with the expanded use cases requiring tight back and
forth positioning precision is an important detail and would have to be included in
the model.
The modeling experiments from Chapter 4 also need to be repeated in the
magnetic field to understand the potential influence the B0 field has on the
coefficient values. There are always small amounts of magnetic material in the drive
components and even non magnetic designs can be conductive. As discussed, large
enough conductive parts support induced electrical eddy currents and the
accompanying Lorenz force generated by them. The motor degradation in the B0
field is also not well understood, nor is the effect of long motor power cables. Both
the degradation and cable length may have a significant impact on the command
current signal, and could be incorporated into the model.
In this research PID control was used and functioned well but the controller
and settings were taken verbatim from a device that had already been designed and
tuned. There are other kinds of control systems that may be better suited to the
patient positioning system and a future investigation may involve modified PID
control that takes into account the patients weight either from the hospital
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information system or an embedded load cell. A high fidelity gain switched PID
controller may be more capable of handling the friction changes over time from wear.
There are also other position disturbances that were not modeled as part of
this research. For example a patients breathing, heartrate or other nonvoluntary
movements such as shivering. It may be possible for the system to sense these small
motions over time and feedforward a compensation in order to cancel them out
actively, improving positioning precision further.
During the research there were two interesting findings in the experimental
position data. There was a 0.1 [s] delay between the amplifier command velocity
signal and the time the amplifier actually supplied current to the motor. There was
also a sinusoidal wave overlaid on the simulated position curve that was not present
in the experimental data. Research could be conducted to understand the source of
the current supply lag so that it could be added to the model or be corrected in the
control to reduce the delay. Further investigation into the mechanical or electrical
filtering happening on the actual device could also improve the model and eliminate
the hunting behavior in the position curve.
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Simulink Model, Full Size
1: Plant Model. 2: Friction Model. 3: Velocity Loop. 4: Position Loop. 5:
Trajectory Generator. A: rad/s to m/s. B: m to load encoder counts. C: rad/s to
motor encoder counts.




The following matlab script is an excerpt from an Udemy course given by
Mike X Cohen [36] and is used to create a time series pink noise disturbance.









% amplitude (1/f c)
amp = 1/frex(fi)1;
% create new component and add to the mix
noise = noise + amp*sin(2*pi*frex(fi)*time + rand*2*pi);
end
noise1 = noise/10;
The resulting spectrum is random each time the simulation is run and can be
adjusted to favor high or low frequency content by adjusting the number of
frequencies or the frequency bounds simulated in the frex comand or the shape of
the power distribution by adjusting the value of c in the amp command. An
example distribution is shown in figure B.1 below.
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Figure B.1: Pink Noise Distribution
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APPENDIX C
Integrated Friction Precompensator Full Size
Figure C.1: Full Scale Simulink Model with Noise and Precompensator
